For medieval authors ethnicity was a significant element in memorialising and maintaining group identities. While this discourse was predominantly male-centric, often confining female members of an ethnic group to gendered stereotypes, female heritage was of more consequence to medieval authors than has been recognised. Female ancestors are often noticeably present in texts that memorialise family history and noblewomen had significant roles in commemorating and maintaining ethnic heritage as rulers, family members and elite patrons in their own right. This paper represents the culmination of a research project that explores the ethno-gendered identities of elite women in the Anglo-Norman/Angevin and Holy Roman Empires as examples of complex political and familial networks of the central Middle Ages that intersected with other ruling families throughout Europe. In order to outline the importance of women’s roles in constructing medieval identities, it investigates contemporary representations of female ancestors and expressions of their identities in familial histories; expressions of identity concerning, as well as by, foreign brides and their efforts to integrate into a new ethno-political group; and personal expressions of identity by elite women as rulers and patrons of historical texts and religious institutions.
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